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Paleo Solution – Episode 133

[0:00:00]
Robb Wolf: Hey, folks, Rob Wolf operating on about four and a half hours of sleep

Greg Everett, hopefully operating on more hours of sleep.

Greg Everett: But still the same kind base line low level of intelligence and not – in
ability to find words you know.

Robb Wolf: Everything that people have come to expect of us.

Greg Everett: Uh huh, exactly.

Robb Wolf: Cool, its episode 133 of The Paleo Solution podcast in case you were
expecting – it's kind of like an airplane, if you were expecting this to be
going someplace else, it's not, so get off now.

Greg Everett: Man, well, someone sent me some free coffee sample and I got all
excited all this morning, it's like "Oh, man I'm going to open this thing up,
try with this coffee you know, I need a good like 12, 14 cups to make sure
I like it and it's whole beans I don't have a grinder here at the office," so a
little disappointed.

Robb Wolf: Bummer.

Greg Everett: I guess I could just go like hammer them into powder with a barbell or
something, but...

Robb Wolf: Well, those dudes that have a jack hammer next door on the last episode.
I don't know if folks are dept but there was like some jack hammering
going on, you could borrow that and just kind of pulverizes stuff.

Greg Everett: I could, it seems a little unhygienic but it's never stopping before.

Robb Wolf: If it's just jeep summer or something you'll be fine. Hopefully it's not
some high asbestos you know, depleted uranium kind of gig going on but
yeah.

Greg Everett: I mean, well, as long as you like just have a really low level doze over a
super long period of time you should just build up a tolerance to it.

Robb Wolf: Or medic stressor?
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Greg Everett: Yeah.

Robb Wolf: I like it. I like it, anything new, anything that folks need to know about?

Greg Everett: No, just the new book is almost out. It's still up for a pre order on Amazon
and I really appreciate all you guys who have gone on their and click the
little like button or pre-ordering all that stuff is very helpful to me.

Robb Wolf: Cool.

Greg Everett: And so no more sleep for you huh?

Robb Wolf: It's been a little rough man, I mean all the parents out there are just
laughing, they're like, "Oh, that's bastard he is getting his now," but you
know, we Zoë slept of four-hour block last night. And then I got up and
change her diaper and did all that jive. And did another three – kind of
thresh hour block but it – she typically sleeps on my chest right now.

So it's still takes about half hour to kind of quite her down after she feeds
and everything and so that three or four block really is blessed.

Greg Everett: So now for diapers are you guys going full Paleo and is it some kind of like
animal skin, or like woven leaves or what do you do in that?

Robb Wolf: It's a harp seal four skin.

Greg Everett: Excellent.

Robb Wolf: And so they are very, very expensive but you know, right now we're just
doing like some standard huggies type stuff for the most part. We had
these things called "G-diapers" which they have like – it's a reusable shell
biodegradable insert, we've used those as a timer too but they're actually
really cool. But there are a little bit burly in the way that they are made.
And the fastener was kind of irritating her leg a little bit and so we're just
giving it a little bit of time and so we're just kind of going you know,
standard to fill up the landfill kind of gig.

But otherwise we're going to use these G-diapers. And I'm going to take
the inserts and use those in the garden that I'm building in the backyard
and that all is going to go in the compost vial, so that's the plan.

Greg Everett: Well, I meant to never eat congruent vegetables when I come to your
house.
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Robb Wolf: Come on dude night soil. That's what keeps the Philippines and every
place else crank an ice. Yeah.

Greg Everett: All right, well, should we go ahead and just plow head first into these
amazing questions that we're totally prepared for?

Robb Wolf: I actually did prep for this one. I've – yes, yes, last week was train wreck.
This week is just kind of fender bender by comparison, so yeah.

Greg Everett: Excellent. Well, here you go. Let's see here this is the first question, Paleo
and lifting made me interested in science/evolutionary biology, need a
little help. I believe this is the one I started last time before we decided
that this was the wrong one.

Robb Wolf: That's right and I was so tired. I was like oh, my God, I'm not seeing those
words.

Greg Everett: Office inmate says, hi, Robb, been listening to the podcast, have been
eating Paleo for about a year. My first introduction to the idea was Art
Devany's book and some interviews he did.

Paleo plus working out has rekindled, check that, kindled my interest in
science and more specifically anthropology and evolutionary biology.
Haven't taken a science class in ten years I'm essentially looking for
reading list recommendations for good books written for the layman on
evolutionary anthropology and biology.

Hopefully a few titles to get me going that are written with a degree of
stylistic quality that will get me turning the pages. At this point, my
knowledge of this stuff starts and ends with a couple books for the Paleo
crowd and Helen Fisher's books, which I thought were pretty good.
Thanks much.

[0:05:08]

Robb Wolf: So you know, some good – gosh, how did I cut my teeth on this stuff?
Anything from Richard Dawkins is phenomenal like "The Blind Watch
Maker" is I think just an outstanding kind of evolutionary biology peak. I
really, really like African exodus which kind of gets into the anthropology
and the genetic side of human evolution it's a little bit out of date now, it
was written released like 95.

And so like if you stay on top of the literature and all, there's a couple of
things that are little bit out of date. But I mean it paints a really good kind
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of mid level accounting but human evolution gets into all the different
subspeciations and stuff like that. That would lead the dude that did "The
Rational Optimist," he has a book called "The Red Queen," which is very,
very good on the evolutionary biology thing hell. He also has another
called "Genome," which is quite good.

There's a book that it's kind of hard to get from this – the guys last name
is Lee and it's called, "Kung San, Men, Women and work in a Foraging
Society." And that actually account – is an account of a researcher who
lived among the Kalahari San bushman for – I think he interacted with
them for almost like 22, 25 years, spent you know, two or three years in
the field living with them. But really interesting like full accounting of like
warfare in the society, and homicide, and mental illness, and birth, and
death and some kind of nutritional analysis throughout the seasons and
stuff like that. So it's a really pretty comprehensive book.

Greg Everett: Which of course was made into a movie called, "The Gods Must be
Crazy."

Robb Wolf: Indeed. Actually those are those folks, yeah, yeah. Who would have
thought one coke bottle would just completely fuck up a whole society
but there you go. That's a good start that will keep you off the streets for
a bit.

Greg Everett: Oh, boy.

Robb Wolf: Can you think of anything else in that genre?

Greg Everett: Dude, I don't read books, certainly not science books.

Robb Wolf: Well, you know, there are – there are anthropology compendiums, if you
do a little fishing around on the internet you can find these compendiums
were folks will put together you know maybe a lead on nutritional
anthropology or stuff on like optimum foraging strategy or whatever. But
you can track those down and sometimes you can get them for free you
know the pdf gig or maybe you need to pay a little bit of money and get
them off from Amazon or I-books or something like that but that's
another good spot to poke around.

Greg Everett: Or you just go to Wikipedia and then over time check back an
information – well, in theory get more and more accurate.

Robb Wolf: That's true.
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Greg Everett: Or it could go to the opposite direction but on average the entries in
Wikipedia will get more accurate. You just have to hope you didn't
choose the bad one.

Robb Wolf: At that moment when you're figuring out some sort of self surgery or
something like that.

Greg Everett: Yeah. All right, let's talk about Baby Teeth.

Robb Wolf: Yeah.

Greg Everett: Denny says, "Hey there Rob and Greg." Greetings and salutations from
the Great White North, that's Canada for those who are directionally and
geographically challenged.

I am having a major dilemma about this entire fluoride deal and deciding
what is the best thing to do for my 13 month old. She is currently working
with some seven teeth, possibly eight by the time we're done here. I like
the frequent combination of exclamation and – exclamation points and
question marks here.

I see a holistic dentist and he is an anti-amalgam purist and a very well
read man. He is of the mindset that fluoride in the drinking water albeit
deleterious and not necessary for older adults is necessary for young
children to be drinking fluoridated, chlorinated tap water to prevent
tooth decay and cavities.

His son, a holistic minded chiropractor agrees that the PROS to drinking
tap water for the health of a child's teeth out way the CONS. He
instructed me that it's the action of ingesting the fluoride internally that
helps to build the tooth matrix. It has a different effect than external
fluoridated pastes or rinses. He cited historical evidence that years ago
Toronto fluoridated it's water and Montreal decided against fluoridation.

Two cities of equal size and after a few years of tracking, cavities and
tooth decay in unfluoridated Montreal, outnumbered Toronto by 10 to 1.
My question, does living a Primal/Paleo lifestyle supplemented with raw
milk home-made baby formula offer our child any protection against
tooth decay by drinking only Reverse Osmosis defluoridated water?

[0:09:57]
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Do we bite the bullet and do the tap water as opposed to reverse
osmosis water for the first 10 plus years to set our child up right against
tooth decay? Which is spelled "to decay."

Any advice or ideas on right from wrong and what we should do are
greatly appreciated. Thanks for all your great work to save the world and
keep it lean and mean.

Man I got to tell you like the abbreviations and acronyms and stuff in
these things, throw me every single time.

Robb Wolf: And you do a great job with it I got to say.

Greg Everett: Well, sometimes I just skip on them.

Robb Wolf: That works too like RO, what is RO?

Robb Wolf: Rah, row, row, roh water.

Greg Everett: What kind of [inaudible] just listed 80 different kinds of water, I don't
know what RO water is.

Robb Wolf: Whenever fluoridation comes up, I've just got to chuckle a little because
it reminds me of doctor Strange Love and the government wanting to
steal our vital bodily fluids.

Greg Everett: There you go.

Robb Wolf: And I just always have this picture, if you guys – I'll just keep talking
starting the pod just for the – my gig. But I always see some event in
CrossFit going down, I'll – Slim Pickens writing the nuclear bomb into the
hole of cost.

[Laughter]

Greg Everett: I just picture that scene it's pretty damn funny.

Robb Wolf: So just to tickle your fancy just Google Slim Pickens bomb or Slim Pickens
Doctor Strange Love and just watch that YouTube clip and you'll get what
I'm talking about.

So to the question at hand you know, the – I really – my sense on all
these stuff is that if you're not – I have to think that where things go
really sideways on the tooth decay deal is when we start feeding kids
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cereals, when we start giving them juice, when we start doing crazy shit
like putting coca cola in their bottles which people actually do this stuff.

Doctor Eeds, Mike Eeds did a pretty cool blog post which I included
information about that in my book where there was a comparison
between a hunter-gatherer group and agriculturalist group and the
dental caries in the agriculturalist group are much, much great than what
they were in the hunter-gatherer group

And the reasons for that seemed to be when we start feeding kids these
sticky, pasty carbohydrates sources that carbohydrate sticks to the teeth
the celeberry amylase can break down some of that carbohydrate
structure into sugar that sugar gets fermented. The fermentation ends up
producing organic acids. These organic acids can cause damage to the
teeth and you know, you kind of go from there.

And so you know, and the big picture on this I think eating some sort of
Paleo primal kind of gig. And doing some grass fed butter appropriately
just pausing for a second cannot recommend enough Chris Kresser’s
Healthy Baby Code. You can order that off the site and then I get an
affiliate cut on that.

So hook a brother up, but it's phenomenal, it  tells you what to eat before
pregnancy, during pregnancy, after pregnancy the first food tend to
reduce the little ones and it's really, really good.

So as a base line I think that you know feeding a kid a Paleo primal kind of
way and the mom eating that way like everything is just the deck is
getting stacked in your favor massively. And then from there like I'm
pretty when I look at the epidemiology and I look at some of the
mechanisms and stuff like that like I just see bigger bogie man to go after
than the fluoridation deal. Like I just – I'm kind of unimpressed with it. In
this similar the vaccination, I know that people are going to want me to
like rally around this kind of luddite approach to all these stuff, but I you
know, I think that this is where taking a good look at risk analysis you
know, you could do kind of one day on, one day off deal.

So like you do some reverse osmosis water one day and then fluoridated
water another day. So you're reducing the fluoridation input. But I just
don't see it being that blink of the deal like I think there are way bigger
bogie men to go after like the quality of the food that the kids is eating,
getting vitamin D, nurturing environment you know, all of that sort of
stuff.
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And that's kind of my gut sense on it and then the fluoridation like either
needing or not needing it, I'm just – I don't think it's that big of a deal one
way or another. I do think that if you're reading a poor diet, then they're
obviously seems to be some sort of protection with the fluoridation, I
think that the literature is pretty clear on that. The down sides of the
fluoridation you know potential thyroid issues and stuff like that. I'm just
not super worried about that. Again, especially if you're – you are eating
well and the baby is eating you know, like the breast milk is good, there
should be plenty of iodine in the mix. We should have plenty of selenium,
all that stuff should be good.

[0:14:57]

So I know that this is probably kind of limp we need answer because I
should be coming out very strongly one way or another. But you know,
the main thing is try to eat Paleo primal, don't give your kid gut irritants,
try to minimize that starch intake.

Other than I think things like hams and sweet potatoes are pretty legit
they tend to not have some of those gummy proteinaceous constituents
that we find in grains that don't seem to causes many problems with like
stick into the teeth and all that jive. And if you're rounding things out
with like liver and lightly cooked egg yolks like what Chris Crisser
recommends, then I think you're doing good on that.

So that's my thought on the fluoridation piece. I'm sure somebody will
want to burn me at the steak with it but hey...

Greg Everett: You can't win either way...

[Cross Talk]

Robb Wolf: You really can't, so...

Greg Everett: All right, Brian says, hey, hoping this gets on the show, should be a quick
hit. I found out I carry one of the genes for Hemochromatosis. So I store
excess iron. Is there an upper limit of red meat or organ meat I should
eat, say per week? Because that would suck.

[Laughter]

Thank you for the super brief concise question Brian.
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Robb Wolf: Yeah. That's legit. So we've talked about this a smidge in the past. But the
way like if I add the familial Hemochromatosis excess iron in you know,
overload type stuff you can do some different things like you gravitate
more towards pork, you do more fish, you eat some lower iron load
meats.

When you do eat higher iron load meats or iron sources you know,
there's some plant sources that have a descent amount of iron. And you
could consume some green tea, you can consume a load of coffee, you
could have a little bit of like 90 percent dark chocolate, all of those
phenolics compete with the absorption of iron. And so that's a way that
you can minimize the intestinal absorption of iron and you know, who
can argue with a little green tea, and coffee and dark chocolates.

So that's dietary strategy that you can throw in that can help to minimize
iron absorption out in the gut. And then the other side of this that you
probably just going to have to be phlebotomized consistently to keep out
iron within healthy levels.

So you know you can tackle it on the dietary side. I can't really say that
there's going to you know, I can't really give you a prescription on but you
can eat 2.2 pounds of hamburger a week and you know, you can't go
beyond that. I don't know your height, your weight, specifically how you,
you know, what are your level of iron overload is. But there's some
dietary strategies you can employ to minimize iron uptake. And then you
probably just going to have donate some blood and that's not the end of
the world, it's probably going to saves somebody's life.

So you know, suck up and go do the right thing man.

Greg Everett: Do the right thing man.

Robb Wolf: Yeah.

Greg Everett: Okay. So from the nice quick question to a super long one for which my
answer are probably thoroughly disappointing.

Will I forever rue the day I discovered weight training? Mike says, long
time listener, first time questioner here. While you've brushed on this
topic, it's been a while and I really want to hear G's take on this.

As a 35 year old father of six – you've been busy there Mike.
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Robb Wolf: Good God.

Greg Everett: My days of being any kind of competitive athlete are behind me. Well, if
you redefine sport you've got shot...

Robb Wolf: You did it really well, yeah.

Greg Everett: ...there and you're like you're pretty ahead of the game on fathering
children's.

Robb Wolf: Yes. Successful shagging, I would say that you're in the Olympic shot.

Greg Everett: Oh, man. However, having re-discovered strength training and Cross Fit-
style met cons a couple years ago, I love the sense of accomplishment
that comes with seeing my strength numbers go up. My goal in working
out is to be strong and healthy and set a good example for my sons and
daughters, ages 11 through 12 weeks. I hope that's 11 years through 12
weeks.

Robb Wolf: Oh, we guess, yeah, yeah.

Greg Everett: Otherwise that's a lot of babies in a one week period.

Robb Wolf: It's like octo-dad.

Greg Everett: As much satisfaction as I get from pulling heavy weights, I don't want this
"Hobby" to be something I regret later in life. A friend of mine who's an
orthopedic surgeon recently quit CrossFit because he thinks heavy
weights are ultimately going to be detrimental to long term health. What
have you weights?

He's a good friend, a pretty strong guy and sports medicine specialist. So I
don't think I can dismiss him the way I can the overweight doctor who
says squats are bad for your knees. He says that the force from heavy
weights over time ultimately destroys cartilage and that when it's gone,
it's gone. He says it's not a matter of using good form; it's just force over
time.

I hate it when people give me advice I don't want to hear, but I don't
know any old weightlifters, because they've all died. Louis Simmons has
had some injuries but he seems to be doing okay. Oh, man. I know
football players have sore joints later in life, but I have to think that's
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more the impact than the heavy weights. Are retired Olympic lifters in
constant pain past age 60?

[0:19:58]

I generally eat well, Paleo plus dairy fats, limited sugar, et cetera. And I'm
not training to compete in the CrossFit games. I'm not really training to
compete at anything beyond not sucking at life. But I love to lift heavy
and imagine myself lifting heavier. I can bench and clean 300, squat 400
and pull close to 500 and I'd love to see another 100 on all those
numbers before I start to consider myself strong enough.

What sorts of things should I be thinking about in balancing my training
goals with overall health and longevity in particular?

Well, Mike here's the disappointing part of my answer, I don't know like I
don't really think anyone can give you a certain answer on this because I
don't know that there is a really reliable way to research it.

Everyone seems to have their own opinions based on their own
experiences and again you know, how do you take someone let's say who
had 20-year, 30-year period of their lives which they were lifting heavy or
doing whatever and then blame any you know, pain or arthritis, cartilage
degeneration on a specific type of training without knowing all the
millions of other factors that go into that you know, it takes someone
who has been eating a super pro inflammatory diet for 60 years, you
combine that with some high impact strength training, some port
recovery modalities you know, all that kind of stuff, you probably going to
have some problems later in life.

So again, I don't know that you can be able to get a good answer certainly
not for me as you found out so far. What I would say is first of all just in
regard to what your surgeon friend said there's a big distinction that
needs to be made between doing CrossFit and lifting heavy weights. The
two are definitely not the same thing. And I would whole heartedly agree
with him that not going balls out doing CrossFit type of work outs later in
life is probably a good idea for longevity and for preserving joint integrity
and being relatively pain free as an older dude.

But you know, again, the two are not the same thing. And so I would
disagree with him entirely that how you lift a weight is not important, it
has a lot to do with things. If you're lifting a weight poorly, you're putting
your joints into positions in which they're not meant to ideally move
through with external loading, possibly ballistic loading. And I don't know
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how you can say that, that will not have more negative effects than lifting
heavy weights in a biomechanically sound manner like I just don't see
how you can make that argument with the you know, without laughing.

So if you're really, really concerned about it, I would suggest a couple of
things. One, keep your lifting relatively infrequent you know, lift two to
three days-a-week or something. Minimize the amount of you know,
quote unquote "Stress that you're you know, putting on each joint," so in
other words you may only squat once-a-week, you may only do a
pressing exercise once-a-week rather than doing each of those things two
to three days-a-week.

So that's one way just to reduce the overall impact of the training. But to
still keep the ability to improve your strength, to maintain your strength
and of course to reap all the benefits that come from strength training
and that resistance exercise such as bone health and bone density and
you know, all these things are going to preserve your quality of life as you
get older far more than any potential joint pain is going to ruin your life. I
know that was a super odd sentence and it probably didn't make sense at
all but I know what I'm talking about.

And so – and again with your diet you say you know, you eat well Paleo
stuff with limited sugar. Well, eating real Paleo you're not eating sugar
period. Like, you're just not eating it.

So get rid of that stuff, really be careful about you know the problem for
inflammatory foods, do as much as you can to kind of kill any
inflammation you may be getting.

So you know, jump in cold pool after you train, even ice your joint if
you're really that freak out about it, things like that. And I mean don't go
overboard with that stuff, I mean, you need some degree of
inflammation after training to get training response to it. But with regard
to old weight lifters, they're out there, they're usually coaches. And yeah,
some of them are pretty jacked up. But you have to remember too that a
lot of the people former weight lifters who are now coaches, who are
now in their 50's, 60's and 70's...

[0:25:01]

...were lifting during a period of time were anabolic steroid use was not
only legal but absolutely rampant. And so you know, you're going to find
that people who were using anabolics and training really hard, really
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heavy, really frequently for a long period of time are going to have
arguably more joint damage than a person who was not using steroids.

And therefore not able to train as much and who are not training under
the kind of anti-inflammatory and therefore kind of pain reducing
element of anabolic steroids. So I don't know that's necessarily a fair
example you know, to use guys from that particular generation to judge
whether or not weight training is going to phage you up later.

I think you can easily enough find examples of people who have been
lifting heavy weights for their whole lives who are in their 50's and 60's
and who are doing very well. And again, that doesn't mean that you're
you know, snatching and clean jerking to max five days-a-week when
you're 50 years old. But it means you're doing some kind of smart
resistance training and not being you know, a shape magazine kind of
person who gets her workout by lifting you know, a can of soap over
head a couple time-a-day and then has osteoporosis when she's 26.

So I guess that's the totality of my thoughts on that. And again I don't
know that you're going to get any hard and fast answers to it. You're
going to have to have kind of some degree of faith in the benefits of
weight training. And then just be as conservative as you feel is necessary
to hopefully prevent any potential problems in the future. Robb, how do
you feel about this?

Robb Wolf: Yeah. I'd like all that stuff, I think this concept of minimum effective doze
is a big one you know, when Roth man, Michael Rothford is just really
good about that. And like the whole of max effort black box approach
that he employ is good. Eva Tee has been talking more, and more and
more about that stuff.

She just texted me and she had dropped her training volume, I think like
60 percent or something like that and then sat down on a concept two,
and kind of warmed up and then pulled a lifetime PR on a 500 meter row.

And so the training was smart, and punctuated and much more time
spent just like walking, and surfing and when she get in the gym, it was
really you know, hovering around that pre lifting chart you know. And
spending more time in the kind of body building realm and less time in
the super high intensity strength training side, I've talked about Art De
Vany in the past and you know, some of his training like that hierarchical
training, a lactic training, I think is very, very effective, good return on
investment, brief time, not a ton of loading and enough to get a stimulus
but then you're in and out.
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I like the max effort black box template because you are rotating though
the movements consistently enough that you're probably going to avoid
orthopedic issues from kind of repetitious over use. I mentioned it back in
the day you know, early CrossFit seemed to be way more focus – the
focus was then was a minimalist approach to strength and conditioning.
What's the minimum input we can do with the maximum return. And if
you dig around like 2003, 2004 that's what was kind of being discussed,
that's what the philosophy was. And then it became you know, increased
work capacity across broad time and module domain, which simply
means more. And it doesn't define more of what, just more of
everything. And then the you know, it turns into a thing where you're
trying to do – basically you're being taken out to the edges of exhaustion
all the time, unless you're smart with your periodization, which not a lot
of people are.

So you know that's some thoughts on just kind of return on investment.
And then when I look at these strength numbers they're pretty good like I
would like to have those you know, it – I think that understanding also
that there is definitely diminishing returns you know, to get – like he said
that you'd like another 100 pounds on all those numbers, that's cool. But
going from a 300 to a 400 pound bench, a 400 do a 500 pound squat, 500
do a 600 pound dead, I don't know. If you're John Wellborn size, then it
may not be that hard, if you're like 200 pounds or something. Then
there's – you're starting to dig into that spot where the return on
investment starts getting tough.

And you – the injury potential, the sacrifice that you need to make to
make those gains start becoming a real issue.

[0:29:59]

But if you just really dig lifting weights then that maybe worth well like
I'm doing old dude Jiu-Jitsu and I've got a potential to break my back, or
tweak my neck, or you have an elbow tweak or whatever. And you know,
the school that I trained with, the dudes are mellow, and they're not real
agro. And if somebody is agro I just tell them I'm not going to train with
you because I'm not going to get like a can opener or something like that.

But it's – even though there's a risk in there, the reward is enough that
like it makes the rest of my life worth living because it's engaging and I
enjoy it and all that. And so I think that, that's another piece to this like if
it's sticking another bill on all of those lifts, it's just the thing that's going
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to fire you through the next five years of training, then by all means you
do it and you just try to be smart.

And think about minimum effective doze and the long term progression
and I think you're pretty good. But there's definitely not – as Greg alluded
there's not a hard and fast answer on this. A lot of it, it's kind of internally
motivated you know, why are you training? What are you getting out of
it? And if it's a big enough deal that it really is the thing that kind of
balances your work life and your family life and it's that piece that just
kind of keeps you motivated, then you do a little bit of a risk or reward
analysis and jump in into it.

But I think having an eye on some stuff like a minimum of effective doze
and the return on investments and stuff like that. I think that will help
you to make the decisions that will you know, navigate this effectively.

Greg Everett: Indeed.

Robb Wolf: Yeah.

Greg Everett: All right. Kate says, hello Robb, I've tried my best to read all of your – and
many other's commentary on Paleo and cancer prevention, via your
books, blogs and podcasts. I enjoyed your rant about genetic testing,
specifically, genome versus phoneme expression. I tested positive for
BRCA mutations, and my family has a massive history of breast cancer.
After a pretty simple transition to a strict Paleo diet I believe, over the
last three months, I feel fantastic and intend to stick with it for the long
haul. I'm almost 30 and my mother was diagnosed with breast cancer at
my age. I want to do all I can in terms of prevention.

My questions are, one, in your opinion what should my goals be? Should I
shoot for a ketogenic diet? Is this irrelevant in an anti-cancer
perspective? Two, what supplements would you recommend? Currently,
I only take D-3, as fish oil gives me terrible acne. I will probably add
primrose oil, or maybe try a higher quality, liquid fish oil once I can afford
it. Three, do you agree with William Li's ideas per his recent TED talk
about anti-angiogenesis foods, if they were Paleo-fyied? Omit soy, et
cetera. Four, cancer likes sugar. Should I limit fruit? Five, omit all dairy?
Kerrygold butter and raw cream?

Though my sister and I were originally tested to keep our mother off our
backs, so to speak, we now have MRIs and biopsies on a bi-annual basis.
Anything that I could do to limit the stress/cortisol involved in this
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ongoing process would be very appreciated. Believing that I've done what
I could would go a long way for me in that regard.

P.S. I apologize in advance if I butchered any of the aforementioned
science terms. I'm way out of my field on this stuff.

Robb Wolf: Oh, we all are.

Greg Everett: Trust me.

Robb Wolf: You know, ketosis, I think that there's some pretty good argument
particularly for these indefelium derive cancers, breast, colon, prostate,
astrocyte, brain tumors, glioblastoma, they seemed to respond really,
really well to a ketogenic intervention. And I think dropping into ketosis
for a month maybe three times-a-year wouldn't be a bad idea at all.

And that doesn't seem like horribly impactful. And there's other ways you
could slice it and dice it you know, but I think that eating a little bit on the
ketogenic side is beneficial. There are other types of cancer that you
know; once you have the cancer ketosis can actually make it worse.

So it's not and then cross the board kerol or benefit in that regard. But I
think when we're thinking about like breast column prostate cancer, you
could make a pretty strong argument for eating a ketogenic diet at least a
couple of times-a-year and probably getting some pretty good decease
prevention out of that.

Supplements, I think definitely vitamin D3 and I would get the carrels in
liquid drops. I've talked to a couple of folks in the analytical testing realm
and they're just not seeing good changes in vitamin D levels with
capsules. And the little Carlson liquid drops, it's in an emulsified in
coconut at the tiny little bottle and each drop has 4,000 IU's.

And so this ity, bitty bottle that looks like you would use as like an eye
rinse deal is like six months of vitamin D3 and it cost like six bucks. So it's
super cheap. There's some – there's stuff out there like IP-six, curcumin
extracts. Curcumin is great actually like as antiangiogenic agents.

[0:35:01]

I need to dig up the paper again and actually just do a blog post on it. But
there was a pretty interesting suggestion from a meta-analysis that
simply taking like a baby aspirin a day could reduce all breast cancer rates
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you know, breast column prostate cancers about like 75 percent. Just
because of the antiangiogenic effects.

And that's seems like a pretty damn safe intervention. All things
considered obviously a little bit of a bleeding risk with that. But you
know, I don't think that is the big of a deal. You know the William Li stuff,
I think is great. Yeah, omit the soy, do cruciferous vegetables.

There's a cost benefit deal on all that stuff too like if you're overdue on
cruciferous vegetables aren't getting enough selenium and iodine and
then you can end up with some thyroid this regulations. So just kind of
make sure that you're kind of eaten some C vegetables or supplementing
with iodine and selenium which those things can be a little bit low. And
the Paleo seen anyway makes people tend not to eat stuff like sweet
breads and getting the right dime from that.

They don't do enough sea-food, cancer like sugar, should I limit fruit?
These kind of circles back around to the original question about ketosis,
maybe just kind of eating a little bit on the lower carb side you know, like
throwing carbs in the post workout window. I think that this is a good
spot for just generally looking at what your insulin; insulin-like growth
factors are in a festive state. And if they're looking good, then I wouldn't
really worry much about it.

And then limit all dairy, I think like the kerrygold butter and the raw
cream if you tolerate that don't seem to get inflammation from it. Go, go
bananas, I don't see any real problem with that.

So I mean this is – I don't really have cancer in my family. I have a lot of
autoimmunity and you tend to kind of – if you see a lot of autoimmunity,
then you don't tend to see as much cancer just because the immune
system is really, really active. And so the potential for cancer tends to be
a little bit less.

But this is you know, it's interesting that this is a way of eating and a way
of doing things that both mitigates autoimmune potential and seems to
mitigate cancer potential. So that's kind of the way that I would role with
that stuff.

Greg Everett: Cool. All right, this one has a title "Autoimmune Snowflake Club,
Represent." I don't know what that means. Grayson says, hi Guys, been at
this Paleo gig for about six months now and am feeling truly amazing. My
most profound thanks to Robb and everyone involved in pushing the diet
further into the public consciousness, you are saving lives.
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I was diagnosed with Crohn's about 8 years ago after a good run as an
elite level cyclist, sound familiar? And for the first time in my life I feel like
I have it under control and that's where my question comes in.

If I phrase it right, I think it could be helpful and clarifying to a lot of
autoimmune people out there. I know you guys bang your heads against
the wall with all the scatter-shot autoimmune questions. It centers on the
on-again, off again, flare-up nature of most autoimmune disorders.

Here it goes the diet and even more so the autoimmune protocol is no
doubt an immediate benefit to anyone suffering from an autoimmune
disorder. But because the nature of the disease is not constant it's tough
to know exactly how much of the benefit is from the diet and how much
is from the disease just potentially trending into a remission phase.

In my experience, I've gone as much as 2 years without any significant
activity at all and as little as one month between nasty flare-ups. For this
reason, the "re-introduce and see how you look, feel and perform"
mantra isn't enough, no disrespect.

After strict autoimmune protocol for a few months, I currently will eat
some corn tortillas now and again and I eat the bejesus out of my
backyard eggs and they haven't done me any harm yet. But a six or even
12 month remission period isn't unheard of for me even when I was
eating pizza every day.

So I guess the heart of the question is because the look, feel and perform
can sometimes be a liar to an autoimmune person, I've thought that I
need to be more numbers-based for health markers. As in, well, I
introduced nightshades and I feel okay. But my CRP went up, so maybe
it's a bad idea, any thoughts? If so, where should one begin? Just CRP?
Anything else?

My head starts to spin when I think of everything I could be blood-testing
for, and the money for the tests are coming straight out of my doomsday
fund. Read, miniscule savings account. Are there any other markers
besides blood and overall sense of well-being that might be useful to an
autoimmune person?

Lastly and I know this is already long. I wanted to give a shout-out to Alan
Schachter at CrohnsDad.com. Maybe you could take a look at the site and
give it a thumbs-up if you like it? This is a normal dude with a daughter
with Crohns who has gone on a relentless quest to dig up as much info as
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he can about Crohn's and autoimmune in general and share it with the
world. The site is impeccably organized, with links to you, that's how I
heard about you, Kresser, Deans, et cetera. And he is truly gifted at
putting Fasano and other studies into layman terms.

For me, at the end of my rope about to go on Humeral, he was truly a
voice in the wilderness. His site, if only as a starting point, has the
potential to help thousands of people if its profile could be raised a little.
Thanks.

[0:40:09]

Robb Wolf: That's cool. So we definitely can put CrohnsDad.com and the links you
know, this is – it's a really good question, it's a really, really good point.
Part of my cell on the autoimmune protocol is you know, if I tell people
you're never going to eat this again you know, for you to put rheumatoid
arthritis in your remission, you're never going to eat X again, I just won't
get buy in.

And so some of this stuff is also being really clear about kind of the
psychology that people have and often times if people have been sick
enough, then when they go through the process, even though I'm saying,
"After 30 days reintroduce and see how you do," frequently people are
like fuck that. Like, I have saved my life, I'm so happy, this is cool, I'm
good and then they just largely comply. And like your point is really well-
made that they're maybe some you know, the changed could be
independent of the diet.

We could just see autoimmune remission that kind of happens on
transient basis anyway. And so the point is really well-made. But the
reason why I'm telling folks to do that is just to get the initial buy in. And
hopefully we get some health change; hopefully it is actually related to
the nutritional status. And then we just affect some sort of like lifelong
change.

And then if we have flares down the road and folks are being a little bit
naughty with their nutrition, then they hopefully know where to start
looking you know, on the nutritional side to get their vitamin D level is
checked, to make sure that their stress levels are within tolerable
parameters, if they've got any control over that.

Blood work can obviously run the gamete. Checking for specific anti-
bodies you know, whether you are talking about lupus or rheumatoid
arthritis that's an obvious place to look. There has been some interesting
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stuff when I been working with these folks at specialty health; they have
a sterile absorption market thing.

And they usually relate it back to cholesterol like they're looking at this
stuff in relation to like familial hypercholesterolemia. And they're looking
at campo-sterile, sitosterol, cholesterol and some stuff like that. But what
we're finding is that a lot of people who otherwise – maybe don't have
metabolic issues per say. But they might have some stuff that looks like
autoimmune issues, what this test is looking at is intestinal absorption of
various steriles.

And the absorption seems to increase in familial hypercholesterolemia
and in – I'm guessing systemic inflammatory conditions, including
autoimmunity. And this gets kind of big and nebulous but you know,
there's some speculation that familial hypercholesterolemia at least the
heterozygous form where you only have axial, this is actually a selective
advantage, protecting you against infectious decease and sepsis because
you have slightly elevated cholesterol levels or potentially, significantly
elevated cholesterol levels.

But it's interesting when you dig around in literature, the familial
hypercholesterolemia if the person is heterozygous versus homozygous,
homozygous people can have some serious with that very, very high
cholesterol levels, artery, sclerotic lesoins, heart decease. And there are
teens in 20's pretty bad deal. But you know there seems to be some sort
of a genetic trade off with all these stuff. And I'm completely wondering
here because I'm out of my mind with the sleep deprivation.

But this could be another – actually inexpensive way of looking at are we
in a situation in which we have gut permeability occurring? And if so,
could that be the door way into initiating this autoimmune response.

So I'm doing some fatling around with that. And I'll – I'm going to bring
one of the docs on the podcast at some point, her name is Tara Dall.
She's from the National Lipid Association and she's super dialed in on the
blood lipid side of this stuff. But I'm actually doing some research trying
to tie end these sterile absorption markers and relate it back to systemic
inflammation and autoimmunity.

So hopefully we have some better stuff that we can roll out and that
people can use that is relatively an expensive. Could be the canary in the
coal mine if you're being too naughty with diet or not high enough
vitamin D or whatever.
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[0:44:58]

And we start seeing some increases in gut permeability. And that's
probably going to be the precipitator with these other problems. So you
just going to – to some degree stay tuned, it was a really good question. I
think you're on point with logic with all this stuff. And we'll do the best
that we can to try to get the better answer on this.

Greg Everett: Cool. Okay. Let's see here, EMS Fitness Question. Justin says, Robb and
Greg, background, I am a paramedic for a great EMS agency in rural
Washington State. We are staffed by 9 employees and 23 volunteers. We
have a good employee health program that includes paid exercises time
for staff. Since my boss and co-workers know that I am a huge Paleo/
meat/barbell/mobility geek I have been asked to coach group style
fitness classes.

We have retired firefighters, current firefighters, smokejumpers, real
estate agents, a hot air balloon pilot, retired teachers and the list goes
on. The point is we have a wide range of ages and athletic abilities. We
also have some big orthopedic issues that prevent some of the folks from
getting into basic positions, full squats and pressing overhead to name
two big ones.

In fact, there are only a couple of individuals who can go to full depth on
a squat. I have put together a program that lasts about an hour. We start
with some light walking, rowing, running, or biking. We then move into
some dynamic stretching followed by mobility work and foam rolling.
After the "juices are flowing" I have them squat, press, and pull. Most
people are either doing the work without weight or assisted with bands.

Question, I have heard Greg mention a couple of times that he used to
work as an EMT and thought since he knows the demands of EMS you
gentlemen might be able to put your heads together and comment on
our program and how you might tweak it to make it better. My agency is
also willing to pay for me to go to training and want your input on what
training might be best for us, e.g. Rippetoe's Starting Strength, MovNat,
or even, please say yes, the Catalyst Olympic Weightlifting Seminar.

Although I didn't get out my Diana Hacker book I hope my grammar is up
to snuff for Greg. Thanks for the information you provide.

Grammar was fantastic and Robb was an EMT too, so.

Robb Wolf: Uh huh.
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Greg Everett: Man, it's definitely a tough situation but I think that's – it's pretty similar
for a lot of people who run group classes that you have a huge array of
abilities, and ages and even kind of buy in. The one thing that stands out
with your warm up is I would actually foam rolling right after your run
bike whatever before your dynamic warm out this is a little tweak I would
do there.

And then in terms of the actual training, I mean, it sounds like you got the
right idea you're trying to get them to do these basic movements, basic
strength movements and you're modifying it according to how well
they're able to do them or you know, through whatever range of motion
they're able to do them.

You may want to try to systematized your modifications a bit, just so it's a
little easier on you. So for example if you have someone who you know
can't squat all the way down, then you kind of have him place what's
your changes are going to be like for example, all right, well, if he is kind
of at this level of squatting inability, we're going to have him do lunges
instead or we're going to have him squat to a box or you know, whatever
the case maybe.

And same thing with the pressing or pulling exercises you know, for
example a partial pull off a stack of weights, just a band you know, good
morning or you know, something like that. Just so you don't have to do it
on the spot every single time with each person.

In terms of the seminars you know, as much as I would love to have you
come to one of our seminars I don't think that's going to be very helpful
for you at least you know, specifically for this situation. You definitely not
going to get these guys snatching, and cleaning and jerking if they can't
press overhead or do a squat.

So you know, the starting strength are move in that one, it's probably
going to be a lot more appropriate. I've never been to a starting strength
program but I assume that he talks about different ways to get people or
people more mobile to do these movements or ways to kind of modify
the movements temporarily to you know, get them up to speed.

Robb, any thoughts on that?

Robb Wolf: No. I like all that stuff. Remembering that you know, things like unilateral
pressing like somebody maybe really – because of thoracic or shoulder
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mobility maybe super challenged in pressing a barbell overhead but in
dumbbell they may be fine.

And so you know, not forgetting the used things like unilateral
movements, shimming dead lifts, shimming up the bottom position of the
squat you know, the basic you know, range of movement before loading
just seems great. Gosh, seminar type stuff, Wellborn's stuff is really good
you know, the CrossFit football thing, they actually do a lot of mobility
and warm up prep type stuff.

[0:49:59]

Ripps starting strength is really good too I mean for beginning coaches I
think it's just phenomenal like he just goes into such amazing slash
excruciating detail on the movement it's kind of amazing. But I mean
you'll know you will have a set of tools to be able to coach you know, the
squat, the dead lift, the press effectively. And then you may tweak and
modify that over time but you'll have a set of tools that you'll be pretty
adapt with.

I like the MovNat but you know, my wheel house is still more that kind of
classic strength and conditioning approach and I like the way that
Wellborn, Rafael, Ruiz is just kind of a genius on the mobility warm up
prep type stuff like he is really, really good. So I would highly recommend
that.

And – oh, shoot I was thinking about this earlier check out all the on ramp
material that we have at NickiVioletti.com like the there's a bunch of
progressions or just a bunch of kind of the reason why we organized
things that way and you might get some insights into how to organize
that group class a little more effectively and make it easier for you.

Greg Everett: Cool. Let's see here. "Type two Diabetic and Protein Requirements." Kim
says, thanks so much for continuing to keep us all informed. In Dr.
Bernstein's Diabetes Solution he writes that diabetics should limit their
protein consumption to about .8 to 1 gram of protein per kilogram of
desired body weight, which would put me at about 47 to 59 grams of
protein per day or 7 to 10 oz per day.

He says that eating too much protein can raise your blood sugar if you
are a diabetic. I have type two, I'm not on meds and have lowered my
A1C from 11.9 to 5.7, "Wow," and lowered fasting sugars with diet alone
since March of 2011.
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I only eat about 20 to 30 grams per day of carbs. What is your opinion on
eating this amount of protein? I heard in one of your earlier podcasts that
you recommend 1 gram of protein per pound of body weight. I currently
weight about 212 and should weigh about 130. I'm 5'4″.Since the end of
May 2011, I have lost about 84 pounds.

Robb Wolf: Yeah. This is a great question, I mean if you are kicking along, I mean
Bernstein's plan is basically a ketogenic plan and this is another piece of
the puzzle when people are thinking about like insulin deregulation,
protein definitely is insulinogenic and you've got the potential for
gluconeogenesis you know, converting the amino acids into glucose.

So that's all considerations. My recommendation again is one of these
things that we had clients, we had one of them in particular I call him
Jorje in the book you just have people who just bitch, and wine, and
mown and they are so not motivated to say thrown fucking skin. And you
know, I had to talk to Charles Palanquin, I had talked to Scottie Hagnes, I
had talked to James Sherrill and I was kind of bouncing these staff around
these people were always complaining, "Oh, I'm hungry, I'm hungry, I'm
hungry." And really what it is not necessarily hungry they just junk you
know, they're kind of coming off the crack and all that stuff.

And protein is the most emaciating macronutrient that we can eat like it
sense the seniti signal to the brain crystal clear particularly if you're
eating lean sources of protein like you can eat a lot of chicken thigh
versus chicken breast because the you know, the brain neurotransmitters
all you know, were wired up to understand that dietarily we're getting a
co-factor, in this case fat, in the chicken breast or excuse me, in the
chicken thigh which allows us to process the protein.

We have kind of a protein ceiling. We can't process more than about 30 –
maybe 35 percent of our calories from protein beyond that if we more
protein then that is percentage calories for a long period of time. We get
this thing called "Rabbit starvation," kind of protein toxemia and
everything. And so our brain is really wired up to tell us, "Okay, that's
enough," if we are eating protein specifically and particularly lean
protein.

So my recommendation to some degree is based on this thing that if I
have somebody who is just bitching incessantly that they are hungry, that
they don't want to comply and all the rest to that, then I have this higher
protein intake as a recommendation because they virtually never can
reach that. But – and so when they come to ask me and they say, "Well,
I'm still hungry," and I'll say how much you know, and we have somebody
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say like in your situation you're 212 pounds and I say how much – how
many grams of protein have you eaten today and we look at their kind of
food log and they're like, "Well, I probably eaten about a 130," I'm like,
"Well, tiger you've got almost a 100 grams of protein and you still need to
eat."

And so it's kind of pain something into a corner that way. I think that if
we are generally limiting carbohydrate...

[0:54:59]

...we're limiting pro-inflammatory foods; even this higher protein intake
is going to be fine in the long term like we're going to reverse the insulin
resistance. We're going to reverse the type two diabetes, even with this
higher protein intake we do it faster and more effectively on more of a
ketogenic approach, which is what Bernstein is recommending yes.

But I think that we've got kind of spectrum there and if we can get buy in
on more of like a ketogenic intervention like Bernstein is recommending I
think that, that's better. But if we have a winy bitching person that we're
trying to falsify as a coach or a practitioner, then this other side of the
thing you know, going a little bit heavier on the protein is the way to go.

And I think that we will still end up in the same spot, it's just may take a
little bit longer to get there.

Greg Everett: Cool. Well, do you feel a much more awaken and live now that we have
just gone through amazing podcast?

Robb Wolf: Oh, man it is injected me with an enthusiasm for life and people.

[Laughter]

Greg Everett: Good to hear it.

Robb Wolf: And things in general.

Greg Everett: There you go. I like it.

Robb Wolf: And if you believe that lie, then – yeah, because I'm not a very good liar,
so, yeah.

Greg Everett: That's okay.
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Robb Wolf: Sweet. Anything you – any parting shots? Anything that you want to
remind people off?

Greg Everett: I think that's pretty much it, new book I always post a new stuff on the
website, couple of new blogs up and new article and that's all, the same
old kind of stuff for me.

Robb Wolf: Cool. I like it.

Greg Everett: I like to keep things simple.

Robb Wolf: Me too and currently I can barely even deal with the simple stuff.

Greg Everett: Yeah. Well...

Robb Wolf: So I'll call and get rid with that.

Greg Everett: Only 80 more years Robb. No, problem.

Robb Wolf: That's right, that's right, 18 to 20 it's like a life sentence, so I'm stocked.

Greg Everett: Pretty much it. All right, well, we'll talk to you next time.

Robb Wolf: All right man thanks, talk to you soon.

Greg Everett: Yeah.

Robb Wolf: Bye.

[0:57:17] End of Audios


